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Acs code of ethics case studies

The paper commented on a recent Code of Ethics project carried out on behalf of the Australian Computer Society, and proposed a similar project for the Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA). It reviews the scope and methodology of the project, which develops a comprehensive set of case studies
related to the ACS Code of Conduct and certain standards of conduct in the Code of Conduct. It addresses a small selection of case studies and shows that a similar series to the ALIA can assist in providing useful context for the ALIA Statement on Professional Conduct, material for a professional ongoing professional
development (CPD) program and stimulus for further ethical debate in the profession. Reference Style : Footnotes and bibliography | Page : 27 Jean, a statistical database programmer, tries to write a large statistical program needed by her company. Programmers at the company are encouraged to write about their work
and publish their algorithms in professional journals. After months of tedious programming, Jean has found herself stuck in some parts of the program. His manager, not acknowledging the complexity of the problem, wants the work completed in the next few days. Not knowing how to solve the problem, Jean recalls that
a co-worker had provided a list of her sources from her current work and from an earlier version of a commercial software package developed at another company. In studying these programs, he looked at two areas of code that could be directly incorporated into his own program. He used segments of code from his co-
workers and commercial software, but did not notify anyone or mention them in the documentation. He completed the project and changed it the day before. The ACS Code of Conduct values The Professional Conduct and the relevant clauses of the Professional Conduct Code 1.2.1 The Public Interest a) identifies those
potentially impacted by your work and explicitly considers their interests; f) respect the intellectual property of others; 1.2.4 Competency b) do not misrepresent your skills or knowledge; d) respect and protect the interests of your stakeholders; g) Respect, and seek when necessary, the professional expertise of colleagues
in their competency field 1 Case in the following reference papers also appeared in Burmeister (2000), which discussed the ACS Code of Conduct (now the ACS Code of Conduct). Australian Computer Society | ACS Code of Professional Conduct Case Study | March 2014 Page 4 Case No. 2: Diane the Consultant[1]
Case summary Three years ago Diane started her own consulting business. He has been so successful that he now has several people working for him and a lot of clients. Their consulting work includes giving advice on how to set up design database management systems, and advise on security. Security. he designed
a database management system for mid-sized corporate personnel offices. Diane has engaged clients in the design process, informing CEOs, computational directors, and personnel directors about the progress of the system. Now it's time to make a decision about the type and level of security to build into the system.
Diane has explained several options to the client. Since the system will cost more than they planned, the client has decided to choose a less secure system. He believes the information they will be storing is very sensitive. This will include performance evaluations, medical records for filing insurance claims, salaries, and
so on. With weak security, employees working on client machines may be able to figure out how to gain access to this data, not to mention the possibility of on-line access from hackers. Diane felt strongly that the system had to be much safer. He has tried to explain the risks, but CEOs, computational directors and
personnel directors all agree that less security will be done. What's he supposed to do? Should he refuse to build the system as they asked? The ACS Code of Conduct values the Professional Conduct and the relevant clauses of the Professional Conduct Code 1.2.1 The Public Interest b) enhances with stakeholders
any potential conflict between your professional activities and the accepted legal or other public requirements; e) strive to preserve the integrity, security, continuity and utility of ICT; g) strive to maintain the confidentiality and privacy of other people's information. 1.2.2 Quality of Life c) understanding, and with regard to,
perceptions of those affected by your work; 1.2.4 Competency a) strive to provide products and services that suit the operational and financial needs of your stakeholders; e) notify your stakeholders when you believe the proposed project, product or service is not in their best interests Max works in a large state's
department of alcoholism and drug abuse. The agency manages programs for individuals with alcohol and drug problems, and maintains a large database of information about clients who use their services. Some data files contain the name and address of the current client. In the current scenario, the professional and
government communities are very concerned about ethical issues related to the use of Information and Communication Technology. Ethical issues related to the use and implementation of ICT are important to consider because it is a condition for human values and attitudes that determine human behavior and actions.
The main purpose of this report is to analyze selected case studies with the use of the ACS code of conduct. Six principles of the ACS code of conduct are used to find and analyze the values violated by the company in the selected case study. Selected. Smart Software case study is an IT company offering software
services to its valued clients in Australia. In the current scenario, senior developers and project managers communicate with each other about ongoing projects. During this interaction, the project asks about the project status of senior developers. Senior developers have responded that the software development team is
working on three versions of the project so they are under a tight schedule. In conversation, the project manager expressed concern about software testing. Senior developers have suggested to project managers that they seek software testing overseas because the deadline is close enough. ACS Code of Professional
Conduct Regulations ACS professional code of conduct applies to every member working in the field of ICT (Information and Communication Technology). In the following sections, selected case studies have been analyzed based on six core ethical values of the ACS code of conduct to find ethical issues: The Primacy of
the Public Interest This code gives preference to the public interest over sexy, private and private interests. According to this code, Smart Software organizations should discuss with their clients before sending software for code testing abroad. Because they do not follow the Public Interest Priority code that shows their
unethical behavior towards their clients. They can play the client's emotions by sending the software for testing abroad. Therefore, it has been concluded that the organization's practices of Smart Software are unethical in accordance with the Primacy of the Public Interest. Improving Quality of Life Negative challenges
that arise during the development of ICT solutions can be effectively addressed using this code of conduct. According to ACS's core quality of life improvement values, professionals must understand and respect the perception of all stakeholders who could be affected by the work. In selected case studies, senior
developers do not try to understand the perception of software development team members working on tight schedules. The client's personal satisfaction may be adversely affected if the software can be sent to a third party for overseas code testing. As such, Smart Software practices are unethical. Honesty According to
this core value, it is unethical to violate the trust of stakeholders in the profession. Senior developers do not consult clients about overseas code testing which may affect client confidence in the company. Competence According to this code, professionals should not misrepresent their knowledge or skills, but in selected
case studies, senior developers decide to work on three different versions of software products discussions with clients that demonstrate unethical senior developer behavior towards clients. Professionalism According to this code, one must appropriate action against professionals who adhere to the code of
professionalism. In a given case, the project manager complies with the code of professionalism because he or she does not stop senior developers from sending software code to third parties for overseas testing. Therefore, the practices of project managers and senior developers are contrary to the professional code of
conduct. Professional development According to this code of conduct, professionals should stay informed about new work-related practices, standards and technologies. It is important for professionals to spread awareness about issues that can affect the profession. In the given case study, the senior developer did not
follow this code of conduct because he did not try to discuss the whole issue with the client who exhibited his unethical behavior. The Smart Software organization has recommended that it hire more human resources so that software products can be tested at the company without sending code to third parties. Along with
this, it has been recommended to the project manager to discuss the complete issue with the client to take more time for software development. The report concludes that according to the ACS code of conduct, the practices of Smart Software organizations are contrary to ethics. Senior developers have breached all six
core principles of the ACS code of conduct as described in this report. In this report, appropriate recommendations have been made to Smart Software organizations that may restrict organizations from performing unethical practices. Practice.
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